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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the smoothing and extrapolation of an 
infinite sequence of data “observations” {y(t), y(t - I),...} of real or complex 
numbers. This may be considered a time series where t is the time of the most 
recent observation. The smoothing/extrapolation is accomplished by fitting 
a discrete function {Pt(i)}~SO to the data by means of a criterion which general- 
izes, through the introduction of a preset number of weighting parameters, 
the discounted least squares procedures developed by Duffin and Schmidt 
[l], Duffin and Whidden [2], and Duffin [3]. The above mentioned class of 
fitting functions, called exponomials, was utilized in [2] and [3], together 
with a single parameter weighting scheme. The objective was to choose the 
exponomial P, to minimize the error function 
e = f Bi 1 y(t - i) - P,(i)12. 
LO 
where 0 < B < 1. 
Two features of this approach are: (i) the discounted weighting applied 
to the individual terms of the error, thereby giving lesser weight to the older 
data, and (ii) a small-memory recursive method of updating estimates as new 
data becomes available. By working with a sequence of weights which satisfy 
a nonhomogeneous linear difference equation with constant coefficients, 
it is possible to retain feature (ii) while, at the same time, greatly increase the 
flexibility of feature (i). This development is given below, following some 
basic definitions. 
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DEFINITION. An exponomial is a function which is an element of the 
algebra generated by functions of the formf(x) = x”y”, where y is a complex 
number and n is a nonnegative integer. 
DEFINITION. A weight function is a nonnegative function (not identically 
zero) defined on the nonnegative integers. 
Corresponding to a given weight function w there is a “pseudo inner 
product” defined on sequences of complex numbers, 
[f, & = f w(i)f (i) iWl 
i=O 
and an associated pseudo norm I( . \IW . By identifying functions which are 
equal at points where w # 0, one obtains a Hilbert space H, . From this 
point on it will be assumed that the sequence of data observations 
yt = (y(t), y(t - 1) ,... } belongs to H, , i.e., 
Let S be a finite dimensional subspace of H, spanned by m linearly 
independent exponomials {fi ,..,, fm}. The estimation problem then becomes 
a search for a function Pt E S such that 
II Pt - Yt I$ = f w(i) I P,(i) - y(t - i)l" 
i=O 
is a minimum, i.e., a search for the projection of yt onto S. Thus, Pt is the 
unique element of S which satisfies 
[Yt 9fklW = [Pi ~f7clW 7 
Since P, E S, there are coefficients ai ( j = = 
P,(i) = f Wfj(i>, 
$4 
and hence, (1) may be rewritten as 
gl a&> [fj ,fklw = bt ,fklw 
h = l,..., m. 
1 7**., m) such that 
i = 0, l,..., 
(1) 
h = l,..., m. (2) 
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Since {jr ,...,fm} are linearly independent, these equations may be solved for 
the coefficients {al(t),..., a,(t)} in the following form: 
aAt> = [Yt > %lw = f w(i)y(t - i) e(i) 
i=O 
(3) 
where the “kernel function” qj is in S. Also, in matrix form, Eq. (2) may be 
rewritten as 
JW) = Crtt flw (4) 
where 
and 
The m-vector on the right hand side of (4) will be called the data wector, and 
be denoted by 
g(t) = [Yt > flw . 
(This terminology was first used by Brown [4] in the case of a simple one- 
parameter weighting system.) 
The reason for using exponomials as fitting functions is that they satisfy 
difference equations with constant coefficients, thereby providing a recursive 
procedure for updating the data vector (with respect to t). Thus, if L is an 
invertible m x m matrix such that 
f(i + 1) = Lf(i), i = 0, I,... (5) 
then there will exist m linearly independent exponomials of the “atomic 
form” inyi such that all the components of f are in their linear span. This 
m-dimensional subspace of exponomials has the property that if Pyi is in the 
subspace for 11 > 0, then 9-v is also an element of the subspace. It will be 
assumed in the following that the approximating subspace S has this natural 
property, thus guaranteeing the existence of a matrix L such that (5) is 
satisfied. 
II. OPERATIONAL FORMULAS 
This section is concerned with the development and illustration of a 
recursive formula for the data vector (or any invertible linear transformation 
thereof). The primary assumption is that the weight function satisfies a 
nonhomogeneous difference equation with constant coefficients, where the 
“driving function” (nonhomogeneous part) vanishes after a prescribed finite 
point. 
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THEOREM. Suppose 
(i) the weight function w satisfies 
w(i) = 5 c,w(i - j) + v(i), i = 0, l,..., (6) 
i=l 
with w(i) = 0 (i < 0) and cp(i) = 0 (i > r); 
(ii) g(t) = [yt , flW is the data erector corresponding to w, the fitting 
functions f, and the data yt; 
(iii) z(t) = Ag(t), where A is a nonsingular matrix. 
Then z(t) may be recursively generated from 
z(t) = 2 c,Hjz(t - j) + i u&t - i), (7) 
j=l i-0 
where H = ALA-l and ui = v(i) A-if(i) (bars denote the complex conjugate). 
Proof. The conclusion of the theorem is equivalent to 
g(t) = 2 qUg(t -j) + i cp(i)f(i)y(t - i), (8) 
j=l i=O 
and hence it will suffice to establish this recursive formula. The definition of g 
gives 
g(t) = f w(i) Z(i) y(t - i) 
i=O 
which, from the recursion relation for the weights, becomes 
g(t) = f f(i) y(t - i) i CjW(i -i) + f cp(i) T(i) y(t - i). 
i-0 j=l i-0 
Since cp(i) = 0 for i > Y, the second sum is simply the finite second sum in 
the desired recursion formula (8). Using w(i) = 0 for i < 0, the first sum 
becomes 
El Cj 2 w(i - j) f(i) y(t - i) 
i-j 
= gl % izo WV> W +A r(t - i’ - j> 
= f cjD f. w(i’) Qi’) y((t - j) - i’) 
j=l 
n 
= C CjEjg(t -i), 
j=l 
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where a change of summation variable, introduction of the transition matrix 
for f, and the definition of g, have successively led to the desired formula. 1 
Examples of Estimators 
There are several important special cases of estimators to which the theorem 
may be applied. The first example is the vector of “Fourier coefficients” 
given in (3). From (4), and the fact that F is a Gram matrix of linearly 
independent functions (and hence, invertible), one has 
a(t) = F-lg(t). 
Hence, the theorem gives 
a(t) = i c$Pa(t -j) + i u,y(t - i), 
j=l i=O 
where H = FzF-l and ui = p(i)F-if(i). 
The reason for fitting the time series yt with the exponomial P+, is that by 
evaluating Pt at --7 (not necessarily an integer) a smoothed and extrapolated 
value of y(t + T) is obtained. If 
9Jt) = P,(-T) = jJ aj(t)fi(-T), 
j=l 
then 2Jt) is the extrapolated (or predicted) value of y(t + T) using only data 
up to time t. 
This leads to the second application of the theorem. Letting 
one has 
where 
2,(t) = &a(t) = AJ-lg(t) , (9) 
A, = (f(--7) ... f(-7 + m - l))T, 
and det A, # 0 since A, is a Wronskian for the difference equation satisfied 
by f (see (5)). Thus, by the theorem, i?,(t) satisfies a recursion relation of the 
form (7), with A = A,.F-I. 
For a third example consider the estimation of the first m - 1 derivatives of 
the process y by using the first m - 1 derivatives of Pt . Let 
&y(t) = Pt’l’(-7) 
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and 
so that 
z(t) = (@‘(t) *** &l’(t))T, (10) 
where 
z(t) = B,a(t) = B,F-lg(t), 
B, = (f(O)(+ . . . f-l)(+)r. 
Again, det B, # 0 since B, is a Wronskian. 
Examples of Weighting Functions 
Several examples of the kinds of weighting patterns which may be generated 
by admissible difference equations will now be considered. 
1. In the case when n = 1, cr = 0, r =O, and ~(0) = 1 - 0, the 
standard discounted least squares smoothing is recovered. This leads to the 
so-called “short formula” 
z(t) = 8Hz(t - I) + (1 - e) -H(O) y(t) 
(see Brown [4] and Duffin [3]). 
2. The classical moving average of length K may be obtained by letting 





--1/k, i = k. 
The recursive formula for z(t) then becomes 
z(t) = Hz(t - 1) + [A+(O) y(t) - A-‘f(k)y(t - k)]/k. 
3. Any weight function which is an exponomial, 
w(i) = C % akjikeji, 
j=l k=O 
(11) 
is a solution of a recursion relation of the form (6), and hence is admissible. 
The values of v determine the initial conditions {w(O),..., w(n - l)}, and 
hence, the values of (0~~~). The set of coefficients {cj> determines the param- 
eters (e,}, and vice-versa. For an nth order recursion relation there will 
be 2n parameters, 2n - 1 of which will be independent once scaling is taken 
into account. 
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4. It is well known that the standard discounted least squares (“expo- 
nential smoothing”) will never completely filter out a zero mean periodic 
function. The added flexibility of the above multiparameter weighting 
patterns allows some zero-mean periodic functions to be filtered out. For 
example, if h has zero mean, period n, and the constant one function is the 
only fitting function, then the following weighting pattern will eliminate h: 
w(i) = &o(i - n) + v(i) (0 < I9 < l), 
4) = 1:: 
O,<i<n 
n < i. 
Remark 1. The multiparameter discounted least squares procedure 
retains all the main features of single parameter smoothing. It is numerically 
stable, recursively generated, and strongly discounts very old data. Also, the 
procedure has the added flexibility of 272 - 1 parameters, the price of which 
is extra storage and computation. 
Remark 2. The implicit constraints on the parameters {CQ} and {Ojj 
in (11) are: (i) the weights must be nonnegative, and (ii) the weight function 
must die out quickly enough so that all fitting functions are in H, . 
III. VARIANCE REDUCTION 
In order to compare one smoothing operator with another it is common 
to assume that the input is of the form 
r(t) = 44 + 4th 
where x(t) is an exponomial in the span of the filters and e(t) is stagewise 
uncorrelated, zero mean and of constant standard deviation (see [l, 3, and 61). 
Under these assumptions any weighting scheme will give unbiased estimates 
of x. The only difference will be in the variance and covariance of the estima- 
tion errors. The operational formulas developed in the last section provide a 
method of calculating, in closed form, the covariance matrix of these estima- 
tion errors. 
Let z(t) be as defined in part (iii) of the theorem, and let Z(t) be the cor- 
responding estimation error. That is 
where 
WI = &&) 
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The error covariance matrix is then EZ(t) Z(t)r. But, since the expectation 
operator is linear, one has 
J%(t) z(t)= = ITAg, gJt)TAT 
= c?AGA=, 
where u2 is the variance of the “noise” e(t) and 
G = ‘f w”(i) f(i) f(i)=. 
i-0 
Here we must assume that the fitting functions are in H,s as well as H, . 
This is no restriction at all if w(i) ---f 0 as i -+ 00. 
If the weight function satisfies a difference equation in the form of Eq. (6), 
then the matrix G may be obtained in closed form. This is true since, for 
i > T, w(i), and hence w2(i)fj(i)fk(i), is an exponomial; thus, 
may be evaluated in closed form using the fact that 
may be reduced to closed form (see [7]). 
Finally it should be noted that what N. Morrison calls the variance 
reduction factor may be obtained from EZ(t) Z(t)= by setting u2 = 1 provided 
one of the components of z(t) is the one step predictor $(t). 
The appendix contains a simple example of the operational formulas as 
well as an indication of how the variance of the estimation errors may be 
reduced to closed form. 
IV. APPENDIX 
EXAMPLE. Suppose 
%e,i + ar2e2i, 
w(i) = o 
1, 
O<i<m, 
i < 0, 
where 0 < 8, < 8, -=z 1. Then 
w(i) = c,w(i - 1) + CsW(i - 2) + 93(i) 
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where 
cl = 6 + 0, , c2 = -ele2 , 
do) = “1 + e2 , 941) = -69, + du, and y(i) = 0, i#O,l. 
Further, suppose the fitting functions are jr(t) = t andf,(t) = 1. The matrix 
F may then be calculated as follows: 
F,, = [fl , f& = f wY + a2ezi) i2 
i=O 
= 4(l + 4) 
(1 - w 
+ %e,(l +6,) 
(1 - e2)3 
and 
The matrix G may be computed in exactly the same way: 
G = f w”(i) f(i) fT(i) 
4=0 
= ~o(+4i + 012w cf 3 .
Also 
Assume further that one is interested in the one and two step predictor. 
The variance reduction factor is then the (2, 2) element of the matrix 
A2F-lGF-lTA2T, where 
A, = (f(-2), f(-1))T = (1; ;,. 
Figure 1 shows four level curves for the variance reduction factor V covering 
two cases a1 = 01~ and OCR = 3ar2 . 
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FIG. 1. Variance reduction factor (V.R.F.) for two cases of the example (see 
Appendix). 
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